The storage and bandwidth requirements of digital video and audio exceed those that can be supported by conventional file servers. Despite the emergence of new compression algorithms capable of providing extremely high compression ratios, there is still a challenge to provide optimised storage services capable of storing 1000s of hours of multimedia data and providing simultaneous access to hundreds and potentially thousands of clients.
INTRODUCTION
From the recent increases in popularity of multimedia applications has emerged a need for high performance servers capable of the storage and simultaneous retrieval of vast amounts of multimedia information. Conventional file servers that were originally developed to perform non-real-time data retrieval can not be successfully adapted to provide the multimegabyte data rates and real time guarantees required for digital video and audio 3 . Custom multimedia storage servers, optimised to deal with the real-time nature of continuous media information, have therefore been developed 6, 9, 12, 13 Whatever the storage capacities and bandwidth of these servers, they will inevitably be come saturated as demand increases for multimedia information. There is therefore a need to develop a scalable storage architecture that expands as demand increases, while not requiring the shutdown of any system component (i.e. the architecture should expand while in full operation).
In this paper, we present a scalable storage architecture based on the replication of high performance storage instances, employing load balancing techniques of static file replication and network striping 5 to minimise the load on individual servers and interconnecting networks. In section 2 we analyse file replication and network striping and conclude that neither provides true scalability due to the inefficiencies of file replication and the inherent lack of scalability within striping. Section 3 presents a hybrid combination of network striping and file replication exploiting multiresolution compression techniques to provide a truly scalable storage architecture, in terms of both file load balancing and server scalability.
DATA PLACEMENT
With the demand for multimedia information growing beyond the storage and bandwidth capacities of high performance storage devices that employ multiple-disk I/O systems 11 , it is necessary to replicate individual server instances, using high speed networks to hide their individuality and present to the client a uniform storage architecture. To achieve this goal, the issues of load balancing and scalability must be addressed. The following section examines two load balancing techniques, namely file replication and network striping 10 . as methods of utilising replicated storage instances and heterogeneous networks in order to present a storage architecture capable of supporting multiple clients.
File replication
File replication initially appears to be the simplest method of scaling the available bandwidth in a storage network. In this method each server instance holds an exact copy of all other server instances' files. Each server within the network either has a pre-allocated number of clients that it serves, the number of clients depending on the capability of the server and the network interconnecting them, or all the servers are interconnected by a network, and a client wishing to make a server connection is directed to one that is least loaded. The latter technique not only has to take into consideration the load applied to storage instance within the network, but also the load on the network and devices constituting the network, in this case ATM (asynchronous transfer mode) switches. There is little point directing a client to a lightly loaded server if the interconnecting network somewhere between the source and destination poses a bottleneck. Thus, when client requests are made, the available resources (servers and network), must be assessed by an admission control algorithm to determine if the requested Quality of Service can be guaranteed from a server to the client. Figure 1 shows the scaling technique of file replication. Here the total number of simultaneous streams that can be re-played in real-time scales linearly with the number of servers within the storage network. However, since the replication of files within the network is static, and each server holds an exact copy of each file, the available storage capacity remains static; if there are n servers, and the storage capacity of each server is s, then the total storage capacity of the network is the same as the storage capacity of a single server. The advantage of file replication exists when any one (or more) of the servers in the network fails. As there are multiple server copies within the network, the crash of a single server will only affect the clients connected to it; clients connected to other servers will be unaffected. File replication thus provides a highly fault tolerant system.
As there are multiple copies of each file within the storage network the validity of each file must maintained using interconnecting networks to perform updates. In the case of a Video on Demand system, access to media files is inherently write-once-readmany (WORM) and the process of maintaining the files within the network is trivial; files can either be added, or updated with newer releases. Servers are interconnected via reasonably capable networks, and new files propagated through the network either to be added as new, or used to replace existing files. Problems may occur if a file is being accessed at the same time as it is being updated, the solution is that the newer version of the file is stored separately on the server, all new client requests are connected to it and the old version is maintained until all clients accessing it have finished, the old version is then deleted.
A much more interesting situation is one where media reads and writes are allowed in real time, and where multiple versions of files may occur within the system. In this scenario, it is necessary to ensure that multiple file versions do not occur by implementing file writeback propagation, where a changed file migrates through the storage network updating all versions. However, consider what happens when more than one version of the file is open at any one time. If more than one file is open then multiple write-backs of the same file will occur, each time a write-back is performed, all the changes introduced by previous write-backs will become deleted, and so on. This situation is analogous to the UNIX file system where file consistency problems occur when a file is opened a number of times in the same time period or where the time period in which the multiple-copies of a file are opened, intersect. Here the master copy of the file will only take on the changes introduced by the last open file to be saved back to the filing system. One technique to overcome this problem would be to introduce file semaphores, where a client must obtain and hold a flag in order to be able to edit and change a file. This of course does not affect the ability of other clients to read files, but if changes occur while the file is open then changes need to be propagated through the storage network to other servers.
Network striping
Network file striping 5 is based on the same principles as RAID 3 at the network level. With this technique a multimedia file is split up and distributed over a number of server instances, distributed around a highly capable network (such as ATM); see figure 2. To retrieve a file all the servers must co-operate, and each storage instance is dependent on all others to ensure full replay. Rather than the load of multiple streams being imposed on a single server, it should be shared evenly amongst the n servers so that the load on each is 1/n 10 . The total number of streams that can be serviced and the total storage capacity of the storage network scales with the number of servers available.
Data mapping
One of the most fundamental problems with network striping is how data is mapped on to a number of server instances. Conventional disk striping employs a round robin technique, splitting a file up into a number of stripe units; a stripe unit is defined as the maximum amount of logically contiguous data that is stored on a single disk 1 ; each stripe unit is then stored on separate disks. If each stripe unit stored in a parity stripe 3 ( i.e. the number of stripe units used to calculate parity), is stored at exactly the same location within each disk, then when a request is made for a particular stripe unit to one disk, since all disks respond to the same requests, a number of stripe units will be recovered at the same time. The number of stripe units recovered at the same time depends on the organisation of data and calculation of parity on the disks.
When a request is made to each disk in the RAID system, each disk introduces its own performance overheads such as rotational latency, (the time for a disk to rotate to the correct position for reading) and disk head seek time (the time for the disk read head to position itself correctly) 11 . Disk striping attempts to minimise the effects of mechanical delays by paralleling the rotational latency and disk head seek times of all the disks such that for n disks the performance overhead of mechanical delay equals that of just one disk. Disk synchronisation 8 , is another technique employed to improve the performance when file read time is the dominant part of the I/O service time. Without synchronisation, each time a stripe request is made individual disks will recover stripe units at slightly different times due to the variation in time for the individual physical disks and heads to position themselves over the same location. Synchronisation is achieved by the use of feedback from the independent motors of each physical disk and the stepper motors controlling the movement of the head arms, so that when a stripe unit request is made each physical disk takes exactly the same amount of time to rotate to the correct position under the read/write heads and all read/write heads move to the correct position simultaneously. Synchronisation thus allows all the disks to function together as a single large disk with n times the bandwidth and storage capacity of a single disk.
As with RAID and other disk striping techniques the issues of synchronisation, optimal striping / parity unit size, the method in which data is distributed amongst the disks and the maximum number of disk elements can also be directed toward network striping. With disk striping, magnetic disk drives are highly coupled due to their relative locality within the server. This is however not the case with network striping since replicated storage servers may be distributed over a large distance, requiring fast network interconnection such as ATM. Even though these networks are fast they are not nearly as fast as the parallel bus interconnecting the magnetic disks and must operate in asynchronous mode unless clocking information can be embedded within the network. It is therefore only possible to synchronise information retrieval from a number of network servers if the network is synchronous. If this were the case then servers could simply act like a RAID or disk striping system where disks synchronised on one server could be synchronised with disks on another server. Without the use of synchronous networks, the latency of full retrieval across n storage servers would increase, since requests sent to a number of servers would arrive at different times. The point of re-assembly within the network, be it part of the network or a dedicated striping server, would have to provide sufficient buffering not only to cope with the slowest responding server in the network, but also with the latency associated with variable network loads.
Other issues to be addressed by network striping include how information is disseminated and distributed across the network of servers, and how many servers data should be striped across. RAID introduces 5 levels of striping techniques ranging from simple disk mirroring which is simply file replication to bit striping, sector striping and various error detection and correction techniques, introduced to compensate for different work loads. Network striping must also take into consideration the distributed nature of striped files and the multi-level striping that will take place. If a file is distributed across n servers then each individual server will receive a stream of data constituting every nth block of a file. How we decide the size of the striping unit at the network level will depend on the size of the stripe unit at the disk level such that multiple disk stripe units fit neatly into a single network stripe unit. A file would therefore constitute multiple network stripe units.
Parity and redundancy considerations
At the disk level, striping introduces redundancy to overcome the increased probability of server failure. RAID provides several techniques for increasing reliability. These techniques include disk mirroring and parity calculation, to allow errors to be detected and corrected in real time. Replicating servers over a network would also increase the probability of failure also, since all servers must co-operate to perform a full file recovery. Therefore, the RAID principles of server mirroring and parity checking could be employed to increase the reliability of a network striped filing system. However, RAID servers within a network storage system are implicitly reliable due to their own build-in parity check disks. There would be little point introducing parity checks at both the disk and network level. It would be more sensible to perform one or the other, i.e. do without network parity disks and rely on the RAID servers to maintain themselves, or introduce network parity servers which calculate parity across non-RAID based servers.
Striping servers
Within conventional RAID and other striping systems, banks of magnetic disks are connected to electronics that perform the striping and re-assembly of data. The electronics provide an abstract view of the multiple disk system as a single, large capacity, high bandwidth disk, with a single interface to the outside world. This point provides also the network interface over which clients make connections to the server. Unfortunately, since the server has only one point of access this is a potential network bottleneck unless the bandwidth of the server exceeds that of the network link itself.
As with disk striping there must be some point within the network where striped file components come together for assembly into the correct order. As mentioned earlier, if asynchronous networks such as ATM are used, then the buffering requirements at the point of re-assembly must be large enough to
Irrespective of the type of network that interconnects servers it is necessary to determine where in the network re-assembly should occur. With switched networks, such as ATM, a somewhat unorthodox approach would be to perform the re-assembly of streams at switches. In this scenario, re-striping would have to be an additional service which in no way affected the normal "switching" services provided by switches.
Another method of re-assembling data would be to introduce a striping server within the network, which performs the task of scheduling client request and the re-assembly of striped data. Any client wishing to retrieve a file or store a file first connects to the server, which then handles all traffic between the distributed servers and the client.
Hybrid load balancing combination
The techniques of file replication and network striping for load balancing continuous media stream requests over replicated RAID servers poses real problems such as file consistency, synchronisation and (in the case of network striping) scalability. Unfortunately, since information is distributed evenly amongst all servers within a network to aid load balancing, when a server becomes saturated, (i.e. throughput and storage capacity become used) no more servers can be added to alleviate the load. If a server could be added it would be necessary to remove all the information striped across n servers, and re-stripe it across n+1 servers. File replication is unfortunately not truly scalable either. As the number of servers increases the available bandwidth increases, but the storage capacity remains static. To overcome this it is necessary to look at a hybrid combination of network striping and file replication where files are divided up into a number of compressed streams and these streams are divided amongst a number of servers, so that all servers must co-operate to enable a file to be retrieved at full resolution. This technique, along with dynamic file replication or migration, present a highly scalable architecture which combines the advantages of both file replication and network striping.
EXPLOITING SCALABLE COMPRESSION
To address the issues of load balancing, we explore the use of scalable compression in order to split multimedia files into a number of compressed multiresolution components for distribution around a scalable storage network.
Multi-resolution compression
Compression techniques are important in current and future multimedia systems, by reducing the storage capacity and bandwidth requirements of digital video and audio. Without the use of compression, networks and multimedia storage facilities would soon become saturated thus limiting the number of real-time multimedia services that could be provided. 
Multi-resolution Components

Figure 4 -Multi-resolution compression
Multi-resolution compression differs from conventional compression techniques in that it uses a hierarchical format where combinations of various compressed components are combined to produce streams of different Quality of Service. One such scalable compression technique uses subband coding 14 , where an uncompressed stream of data is piped through a number of Quadrature Mirror Filters (QMFs) which perform high and low pass filtering, then down sampling to produce two separate low band and high band components. When a number of stages are cascaded together, additional compression can be achieved producing a number of hierarchically compressed components. Figure 4 shows an example of multi-resolution compression. Here each stage in the compression pipeline produces a multi-resolution component so that any number of the components can be combined to produce video streams of varying resolutions.
Striping multi-resolution components
When striping files across numbers of co-operating servers, it is necessary to determine the optimal block size to maximise efficiency. Each contiguous block in a file is stored repeatedly on different servers ignoring the semantics of the files. File replication differs by storing files in their entirety on a number of servers. Multi-resolution compression allows us to represent a multimedia file as a number of compressed components, each component having storage capacity and playout bandwidth far less than that of the original uncompressed file. By storing each component of the file on different servers, we are in fact striping the file, but each component distributed around a network can be replayed in its entirety, at a much lower resolution and quality than the original.
To replay a file at its original QoS, all components of the file must be replayed from their respective storage locations and re-combined at either the client or a server within the network. Figure 5 shows how multiresolution compression can be used to store multiple components across a network, with each of the compressed components stored on separate servers. The four files are compressed using a scalable compression scheme into 4 components W, X, Y and Z where W is the lowest resolution component (or enhancement layer) and Z is the highest resolution component (or base layer). In this scheme the highest resolution components are in fact stored on separate servers to indicate how load balancing is achieved. 
Load balancing
By distributing the components of a file across a number of servers, hot spots that can occur in conventional storage architectures are avoided. This is because the components required to build full resolution files are distributed amongst a number of servers where the bandwidth required to replay each component is much less than the bandwidth required to replay a file at full resolution.
File scalability is achieved by the ability of file components to migrate from one server to the next, as the server maintaining file components becomes heavily loaded. This is similar to file replication except that with conventional file replication the files are statically allocated to servers. Here, as a server reaches a certain threshold of load on either its full bandwidth or on a particular compressed file component, the most heavily loaded components are copied to another much less loaded server, taking into consideration the load on interconnecting networks to ensure no network overloading occurs. One proposed technique to implement file component migration is where an overloaded server broadcasts messages to other servers requesting assistance. On receiving overload messages, servers with available resources respond indicating the resources they have to offer, and the overloaded server then copies file components to the most appropriate server. When deciding which server to accept, overloaded servers must take into consideration the location of most client accesses, the distance of responding servers and the resources available at the responding servers to ensure network load remains balanced.
This technique could be applied as a load balancing technique for conventional file replication because entire multimedia files could be dynamically replicated to other servers as demand increases. This would be wasteful of resources such as the server and network bandwidth required to perform complete file copying. Multi-resolution compression helps reduce this waste of resources since only low bandwidth file components are replicated to other servers dynamically.
File write-backs
Multi-resolution compression reduces the bandwidth requirements of read only multimedia file systems such as video on demand. However, in a multimedia storage architecture it is necessary to write back files to the storage network and, in the case of an architecture which employs multi-resolution compression, it is necessary to write back all the different components of a file to a number of distributed servers. As with a file system which employs static file replication it is necessary in a dynamic filing system to maintain the consistency of replicated file components. It is necessary to ensure that all replicated components within the architecture are consistent with each other and only one client can edit a file at any time, irrespective of the location of its components within the network. To achieve this it is necessary to employ a hierarchical file management structure within the storage architecture, where there exists a master copy of each component of a file on a server -and that server is responsible for maintaining the consistency of all other copies in the network and write accesses to the master copies. Clients wishing to update a multimedia file must hold all the multi-resolution components of a file, re-combine them, decode the file to the full resolution, make the changes then encode the file and write back all the multi-resolution components to the co-operating servers. Heterogeneous clients that cannot handle a multimedia file at full resolution are thus limited to reading files.
Clients having the capabilities to edit files must first seek permission from all the servers acting as masters for all the file components or from a server acting as a write-master (i.e. the write-master manages all the component master servers) for all components of a file. When permission is granted, the client may edit the file by accessing all the components and write back any changes via the write-master which then ensures via the component masters that all the replicated components of a file are updated. Any server within the network is thus capable of managing master component copies or holding slave copies.
Server scalability
At some point in the life span of a storage architecture, as the number of clients accesses increases, the available storage capacity and bandwidth will become saturated. When this situation occurs it is necessary to scale the architecture to incorporate new servers to help balance the increasing load. The addition of new servers in the network must not interrupt the operation of the existing system switching off the system to add new servers would defeat the object of scalability: servers must be incorporated into the existing architecture in real time.
The architecture introduced in section 2.6 supports server scalability both in terms of aggregate server bandwidth and storage capacity where file replication and network striping do not. When a storage network becomes overloaded (i.e. no servers within the network can respond to other server overload broadcasts) new servers are simply plugged into the network or strategically located residual servers are started. Since these servers are initially empty they have the ability to respond to the overload requests from other servers until the load on the storage architecture becomes balanced.
Storage support for different QoS requirements of heterogeneous clients
Conventional multimedia storage systems must store data at the highest resolution that is required by client workstations to ensure that all client requests can be serviced. However, many client workstations require different QoS service parameters such as window size and resolution which means that each client request must be serviced using the full resolution stored on the server. This is wasteful on the server I/O system, network and client I/O system, and the received video must be adjusted into a form acceptable by the client either at the client or at a specialised network filter server 15 that has knowledge of the client requirements and adjusts the full resolution stream accordingly.
Scalable compression provides the storage architecture with a means of satisfying the requests of multiple clients with multiple resolution displays, without having to store files at the highest resolution 7 . Scalable compression uses a hierarchical format where combinations of various multi-resolution components produce streams at different resolutions to satisfy the QoS requirements of heterogeneous clients. Because the QoS requirements of clients can be approximately met at the server this reduces the load on the client /server I/O systems and especially the interconnecting network.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
This paper addresses the issues of scalability within a networked multimedia storage architecture that employs server replication as a technique to increase both storage capacity and I/O bandwidth. Within the paper we examine two conventional load balancing techniques, namely file replication and network striping, as techniques for placing data on the replicated storage servers. We suggest that both techniques are not truly scalable: the storage capacity within an architecture employing file replication does not scale with the number of servers and it is difficult to add new servers to an architecture that employs network striping. We therefore propose a hybrid load balancing technique that combines the ideas of network striping and file replication, exploiting the characteristics of multi-resolution compression to divide files into a number of compressed components each of which can be stored and replayed independently. This approach allows the full replay bandwidth of a file to be distributed across a number of servers, where each server maintains a complete component of the file, and combinations of varying components can be recombined to produce the original file at different resolutions and rates.
Multi-resolution compression also provides storage support for client heterogeneity. Conventional video storage systems must store video files at the highest requested resolution to ensure requests from all heterogeneous clients can be serviced. This approach is wasteful for the server I/O system, the network and the client I/O system, as they must dynamically adjust the incoming data to meet application QoS requirements. Data stored in multiple resolutions can be combined to meet the requested QoS requirements of clients, hence reducing load and increasing the number of streams that can be serviced.
The Scalable Multimedia Storage Architecture (SMSA) described in this paper is the subject of ongoing research. We are currently in the process of implementing an SMSA based on high performance RAID servers, Linux-based workstations and PCs, interconnected by a campus-wide ATM network. We aim to develop a highly scalable storage facility at Lancaster University based on the ideas presented in this paper, both as a research resource for studying future multimedia applications, and as a tool for increasing the quality of teaching resources available to students. Other future work to be addressed includes a more detailed study of current and emerging multiresolution compression techniques, that can be exploited within the SMSA. We aim to prove that the storage architecture we have presented addresses the issues of scalability and load balancing, and allows the diverse bandwidth and resolution requirements of heterogeneous clients to be met, reducing unnecessary network loading and client / server processing.
